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We have measured the isospin mixing of the Iπ= 1/2+ Ex=2.599 MeV state in nearly-doubly-
magic 47Ca with the isobaric analog 1/2+ state of 47K. Using the TRIUMF atom trap for β decay,
we have measured a nonzero asymmetry of the progeny 47Ca with respect to the initial 47K spin
polarization, which together with the β asymmetry implies a nonzero ratio of Fermi to Gamow-Teller
matrix elements y= 0.099±0.037. Interpretation as mixing between this state and the isobaric analog
state implies a Coulomb matrix element magnitude 93 ± 35 keV. This relatively large matrix element
supports a model from the literature of analog-antianalog isospin mixing which predicts large matrix
elements in cases involving excess neutrons over protons occupying more than one major shell. The
result supports pursuing a search for time-reversal odd, parity-even, isovector interactions using a
correlation in 47K β decay.

I. INTRODUCTION

The neutron beta decays to its isobaric analog state,
the proton, as does tritium. Many other isotopes undergo
beta minus decay to states of same spin I and parity π,
but because of the extra Coulomb energy at higher Z,
decay to the isobaric analog state is energetically forbid-
den. So the Gamow-Teller operator dominates, while the
Fermi operator linking isobaric analog states is only al-
lowed if some low-lying final state of same Iπ is mixed by
an isospin-breaking interaction with the excited isobaric
analog. We see such isospin breaking in an Iπ=1/2+

state in the 47Ca nucleus 80% fed by the beta decay
of 47K. Interference between Gamow-Teller and isospin-
suppressed Fermi amplitudes produces a small asymme-
try of the progeny recoil direction with respect to the
initial nuclear spin, which we measure with TRIUMF’s
Neutral Atom Trap for β decay (TRINAT). Below we
obtain a result of y=gV MF /gAMGT=0.099±0.037 from
a weighted average of recoil and beta asymmetries, im-
plying a Coulomb mixing matrix element 93±35 keV.

Since 47Ca and 47K are near closed shells, the single
known 47Ca 1/2+ state may contain much of the an-
tianalog configuration and is predicted to have a 190 keV
mixing matrix element with the analog [1]. Sensitivity to
time reversal-odd parity-even (TOPE) inherently isovec-
tor [2] N-N interactions through a β-ν-spin correlation is
thought to be enhanced in these systems, as the small
amount of time reversal is referenced to Coulomb rather
than strong interactions [3], which motivates our mea-
surement of isospin breaking in 47K decay.
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II. THEORY AND METHODS

A. Isospin-forbidden β decay

In the angular distribution for allowed I=1/2 β decay
in terms of lepton momentum p and energy E [4]:

dW = F (E,Z)pEpνEν(1+a
p⃗β
Eβ

· p⃗ν
Eν

+Î·(Aβ
p⃗β
Eβ

+Bν
p⃗ν
Eν

)),

(1)
isospin-suppressed Fermi decay alters the correlation co-
efficients from their Gamow-Teller values:

a =
y2 − 1/3

y2 + 1
;Aβ = AβGT+f(MF );Bν = −AβGT+f(MF )

(2)

with y = gV Mf/gAMGT and f(MF ) = 2
√

J
J+1y. The

recoil asymmetry is then proportional to Aβ+Bν , which
vanishes when MF=0. (Analytic expressions for the pro-
portion, which are possible if the Fermi function is set to
unity, are given in Refs. [5, 6]: we compare here entirely
to numerical simulations.)

B. Analog-antianalog mixing

The antianalog configuration has same spin and occu-
pancy of spatial orbitals as the isobaric analog, but has
total isospin reduced to T = Tz, with the antisymme-
try of its wavefunction encoded differently between spin
and isospin parts so that it is orthogonal to the analog
state. Auerbach and Loc [1] using schematic wavefunc-
tions write a closed-form expression for analog-antianalog
Coulomb mixing for n1 and n2 excess neutrons over pro-
tons occupying orbitals j1 and j2:
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⟨Ā|HC|A⟩ =
√
n1n2

2T
(⟨j1|HC |j1⟩ − ⟨j2|HC |j2⟩) (3)

which for harmonic oscillator wavefunctions and a uni-
form charge distribution simplifies to

⟨Ā|HC|A⟩ ≈ 0.35

√
n1n2

2T

Z

A
(⟨j1|r2|j1⟩ − ⟨j2|r2|j2⟩)(4)

→ 0.35

√
n1n2

2T

Z

A2/3
MeV, (5)

when neutrons occupy two major shells differing by
one h̄ω, in which case HC is typically a factor of two
larger. They validate this with calculations using RPA
in demonstrative cases to achieve an accuracy of ∼20%.
Predictions of HC from Eq. 5 for cases of interest below
include 160 keV for our case 47

19K
28 (with n1=8 f7/2 neu-

trons and n2=1 2s1/2 neutron), 301 keV for 57
28Co

29 (the

‘isobaric parent analog’ in the β+ decay of 57Ni), and 188
keV for 72

31Ga41.

C. 47K β− decay to 47Ca

The level scheme for 47K is in Fig. 1. The 47K Iπ=1/2+

ground-state has magnetic moment 1.933(9) µN [7], close
enough to the proton µ to suggest a large fractional com-
ponent of single-particle 2s1/2. The 80% branch to the

1/2+ 2560 keV state has log(ft)=4.82, which a literature
shell-model calculation of the Gamow-Teller strength re-
produces well, finding log(ft)GT = 4.39 [8]. This ex-
perimental |MGT |=0.30 is considerably smaller than the

single-particle 2s1/2 GT value of
√
3. We include in our

simulations the 18.4±0.3% branch to the 2578 keV first
excited 3/2+ state, and another 1.3% known to decay
to five other 3/2+ states [9]: these can have no Fermi
component and so simply dilute our measured Arecoil.
Ref. [9] also observes 0.042% to first-forbidden branches–
although these can have asymmetries near unity, we can
safely ignore them at our achieved accuracy.

Because the first excited 3/2− state is fed nearly all the
time by γ’s from the other transitions, direct β− feeding
is very difficult to constrain experimentally. A calcula-
tion of the first-forbidden nonunique fT value [8] would
imply a branch of 0.25%: we choose not to attempt a
correction, but note that including a 100% uncertainty
from an 0.25% branch with unit asymmetry would not
perturb our tabulated asymmetry uncertainties from the
80±2% branch below.
For pure Gamow-Teller decay, the beta asymmetry

AβGT=-2/3 for the 1/2+ → 1/2+ transition and +1/3
for the 1/2+ → 3/2+ transitions. The weighted average
from the measured branches [9] is then AβGT=-0.467 ±
0.020. We include this in our simulation of pseudoAβ

below.

FIG. 1. Relevant allowed decay of 47K, showing β− branches
>0.04%, log(ft), Iπ, energy [MeV], and isospin T of the iso-
baric parent P, analog A, and possible antianalog Ā. Thick-
ness of γ transitions >5% indicate intensity.

III. EXPERIMENT:

A. TRIUMF Neutral Atom Trap

Fig. 2 is a side view of the detection apparatus of TRI-
UMF’s Neutral Atom Trap for β decay (TRINAT). Not
shown is the collection trap from a vapour cell cube nor
the push beams [10].

We trapped on average 500-1,000 47K atoms during
the data-taking time. We used 250 mW of light from a
Ti:Sapph to trap atoms in the collection trap, and sim-
ilarly 200 mW to trap them in the detection trap. This
light we found optimized the number of atoms trapped
when tuned about 3 linewidths to the red of the 4S1/2 to
4P3/2 F=1 to F=2 transition, as measured with respect
to the optical resonance measured by Ref. [7].

The repumping light on the F=0 to F=1 transition
was about 50 mW from a tapered amplifier laser that
was left on in the collection trap. In the detection trap,
the repumping light was from the 0.15 mW/cm2 opti-
cal pumping beams only, which were left on all of the
time. This meant no repumping light at all for the trans-
verse cooling between traps. Modest improvements on
this configuration may trap more atoms in the future.
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FIG. 2. TRINAT during the optical pumping time. Shown
are β telescopes, mirrors for optical pumping light and its
beams, magnetic field coils, electric field electrodes, and mi-
crochannel plates for electron and ion detection. A CMOS
camera image of 1,000 trapped atoms is superimposed. Dis-
tance between trap cloud and ion MCP is 9.7 cm.

B. Polarization by optical pumping

Details of optical pumping are very similar to our 37K
measurement [11]. Changes include much thinner pelli-
cle mirrors along the optical pumping axis to reduce β
straggling, made from 4 micron thick polyimide coated
with 100 nm of Au. The optical pumping light quality is
improved from 0.991 to closer to 0.996 Stokes parameter
S3.

We alternate 2.9 ms trapping with 1.1 ms optical
pumping, during which we make the polarized beta de-
cay measurements. During the polarization time, we ap-
ply circularly polarized light along the quantization axis.
Once we start the OP cycle, atoms increase spin to max-
imum, then stop absorbing in the S1/2 to P1/2 transition
used. If light is linearly polarized, atoms keep absorbing,
and the atoms and nuclei remain roughly polarized.

When excited, 0.5 nsec pulsed from a 355 nm width
laser have enough energy/photon to photoionize (a small
fraction) of them, detected in the same ion microchannel-
plate detector (MCP) used for the 47Ca recoils from β
decay. The photoions are distinguished by their time-of-
Flight (TOF) and by their centre position, and we use
them to determine average trap cloud sizes and positions
when the MOT light is on.

The vanishing of photoion rate during the polarization
time is then our probe of the atomic polarization quality.
In Fig. 3 we show 11 photoions while linearly polarized (in
about 1/4 the total time measured) and 1 photon circu-
larly polarized. For spin-1/2 all the sub-level transitions
have equal probabilities, making the deduced nuclear po-

FIG. 3. Excited state population during the optical pumping
time for circularly and linearly polarized light. See text for
deduction of nuclear polarization.

larization simple to deduce, nearly independent of which
nearly fully polarized states are excited. We deduce a
fraction of nuclear polarization achieved for the decaying
47K atoms of P = ⟨Iz⟩/I = 0.96 ± 0.04.
We note that the optical pumping light was degrading

smoothly in power during the data-taking of both circular
and linearly polarized light by a factor of about four,
caused by degradation of lithium niobate 3.3 GHz electro-
optic modulators from photorefraction at about 4 mW of
input optical power. We find from rate equation optical
pumping simulations that the ratio of circular to linearly
polarized photoions is similar as a function of power, so
the average polarization reported describes the degree
of polarization throughout the experiment. This ratio
is also similar as a function of detuning to well within
the accuracy we quote, important because we did not
determine the resonance frequency other than optimizing
the number of trapped atoms in the MOT.

C. Geometry and Detectors

An electric field is formed by a combination of low-
Z glassy carbon and titanium electrodes to minimize β
scattering. The field is calculated by standard finite el-
ement techniques to have average 650 V/cm, and after
comparing with a full Monte Carlo simulation tracing
trajectories in the detailed field, we found that taking
this average as a uniform field is sufficiently accurate for
our asymmetry simulations. The field collects 47Ca ions
produced in 47K β− decay to an MCP with 78 mm ac-
tive diameter located 9.7 cm away. Decay by β− natu-
rally makes 47Ca+1 ions. Additional low-energy atomic
shakeoff electrons, which take an average of 6 ns to reach
the opposite 40 mm diameter MCP, provide a starting
trigger for the TOF of 47Ca2 and higher.
Critical to β detection is discriminating β’s from γ’s,

because their ratio in 47K decay is about 1 to 2. We use
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the same 0.30 mm thick double-sided silicon strip detec-
tors as Ref. [12], similarly requiring both X and Y strips
above energy threshold and similar calibrated energy de-
posited. Our plastic 4x9cm scintillators for β+ detection
now use Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) readouts and are
characterized in Ref. [13].

IV. RESULTS

Here we show results of 12 hours of beamtime, us-
ing 6x106/s mass-separated 47K delivered from the TRI-
UMF/ISAC ISOL-type facility.

A. e−–Recoil Coincidences

Our main channel is coincidences between decay re-
coils on the ion MCP and shakeoff electrons on the e−

MCP (which correspond to ions with charge states +2
and higher). The TOF spectrum in Fig. 4 has contri-
butions from 47Ca charge states +2 through +7. Their
asymmetry with respect to the polarization axis is shown
to be nonzero in Fig. 5, directly implying a nonzero Fermi
contribution to the 1/2+ → 1/2+ transition.

FIG. 4. Time-of-Flight (TOF) of 47Ca ions triggered by
shakeoff e−.

We model this by a numerical integration of β and
ν (Eqs. 1-2), with the resulting 47Ca ions collected to
the ion MCP by the 650 V/cm electric field. We find
it adequate to include the momentum perturbation on
the 47Ca from a single 2 MeV γ subsequentially emitted
isotropically — note emission of the dominant γ in Fig. 1
must be isotropic. The result is y = +0.105 ± 0.041.
Systematic uncertainties are listed in Table I.

FIG. 5. Top: Distribution of shakeoff e− coincidences with
47Ca+2...7 recoils along Z, the polarization axis, for the two
polarizations. Bottom: The asymmetry of these distributions,
i.e. the difference divided by the sum of the Top distributions.
The nonzero asymmetry directly implies a nonzero Fermi con-
tribution.

1. Backgrounds from untrapped atoms and 47Ca+1

The vacuum-limited trap half-life of 10 sec and the
t1/2=17.5 sec of 47K implies that more than half the
nuclei decay after the atoms leave the trap. We have
measured this background with 1 hour of data while de-
liberately ejecting atoms from the trap. We deduce a
background of 6±4% of the events in the e−–47K channel,
roughly flat in TOF in the region we use of +2 through
+7 charge states, and include that background in our
simulation. This is consistent with a small fraction of the
untrapped atoms sticking to the glassy carbon electrodes
slightly farther away from the trap– shakeoff electrons
from other surfaces are excluded from the electron MCP
by the electric field. Our β collimation is sufficient that
we see backgrounds consistent with zero for the β-recoil
channel considered below.

As β− decay makes a +1 ion without further electron
emission, the late-coming 47Ca+1 in Fig. 4 must be co-
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incidences with other prompt products. Hypothesizing
all β’s would produce a 47Ca+1 distribution dominated
by the ν asymmetry [14], we find an effective Bν about
half the value expected, indicating some MCP triggers
from γ’s. So the ∼ percent contribution to our TOF-
selected recoils would make an ∼0.001 correction, which
we tabulate as an uncertainty.

B. β–Recoil Coincidences Using PseudoAβ

We also measure β’s in coincidence with 47Ca recoils.
If we measured 47Ca recoils over all directions and mo-
menta, this would be a measurement of Aβ . However,
some 47Ca+1 ions with high transverse momenta do not
impact the MCP, perturbing the asymmetry of β’s in
coincidence by a well-defined combination of the β-ν cor-
relation and the ν asymmetry.

This observable, which we name pseudoAβ , we also
model by numerical integration, including the effects of
a single 2 MeV γ. We group the four combinations of β
detector and polarization sign in pairs to cancel asym-
metries. The results are in Fig. 6, where the different
counting times of the 2 polarization states are included
in the simulation and can be seen in the distributions.
Numerical simulations for three values of MF /MGT show
sensitivity to the asymmetry, along with the best fit. A
single straight line for MF=0 and hypothetical full col-
lection of 47Ca is shown, to indicate how the asymmetries
are distorted from Aβ from restrictions on the 47Ca col-
lection. The significantly smaller difference in asymmetry
for positive vs. negative Z is due to an 0.5 mm displace-
ment in the trap position along the Z-axis and subsequent
change in 47Ca collection, and is well-reproduced by the
simulation.

We note that the sign of Aβ is determined from this
observable. We use this to determine the sign of our spin
polarization, as we do not measure the absolute handed-
ness of circularly polarized light.

To deduce a Fermi contribution from pseudoAβ re-
quires more precision and accuracy than Arecoil, because

TABLE I. Systematic uncertainties. Both observables are
statistics dominated. NA denotes not applicable

Source Arecoil pseudoAβ

Arecoil bkg 6±4% 0.014 < 0.002
Polarization 0.96±0.04 0.004 0.023
β− Branching ratio 0.002 0.022
Weak magnetism 0.0006 0.0003
Fit range in Z ±20 to 34 mm 0.012 NA
47Ca+1 percent bkg 0.001 NA
47Ca+N distribution from TOF < 0.0005 NA
E field negligible 0.025
Backscatter correction -0.012±20% NA 0.0024
Fit statistics 0.037 0.082
Total 0.041 0.091

FIG. 6. Similar to Fig. 2, but for β-47Ca+1,2,3,4 coincidences.

we must distinguish between the experimental value and
the nonzero theoretical value of Aβ=-0.467 assuming
pure Gamow-Teller transition. E.g. the polarization un-
certainty contributes more to this observable. The uncer-
tainties are summarized in Table I. Based on our previ-
ous 37K Aβ measurement [12], we scale our experimental
value by 1/1.023 to approximately account for backscat-
ter, assigning here a more generous uncertainty here of
20% because we have not done full simulations of geom-
etry changes.

The result from pseudoAβ , y=0.072±0.091, is consis-
tent in sign with Arecoil, but with larger uncertainty.

1. Recoil order corrections.

We use Ref. [15, 16] for the exact correction from the
recoil kinetic energy and the 1st-order in recoil correction
from weak magnetism bW . Assuming the wavefunction
of initial and final 1/2+ states is an s1/2 nucleon, bW has
no orbital angular momentum contribution and becomes
the nucleon value [17]: the first-class induced tensor dI
also vanishes for s1/2. Similarly assuming single-particle

s1/2 → d3/2 for the 20% branches to 3/2+ states, the or-
bital correction to b is zero if l changes; here we can ignore
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potentially nonzero dI and 2nd-order in recoil corrections
because of the 20% fraction. The recoil corrections in-
crease our deduced Arecoil by 0.0025, 0.0012 from bW to
which we assign 50% uncertainty. Similarly, bW changes
pseudoAβ by 0.0006, to which we also assign 50% uncer-
tainty.

C. Result and Isospin breaking

Our weighted average of results from Arecoil and
pseudoAβ is then y = gV MF /gAMGT= 0.099±0.037 for
the 1/2+ to 1/2+ transition.

Given the measured log(ft) of 4.82 (which implies
gAMGT= 0.305), we deduce |MF |= 0.030±0.011 (as-
suming we do not know the sign of MGT ). and the
standard model value of gV = 1.00). To compare
to other nuclei thought to be dominated by analog-
antianalog mixing, we use a first-order perturbation the-
ory expression from the literature, including the stan-
dard ladder operator result for isospin [18, 19]: MF =
⟨A|HC|Ā⟩

∆E

√
(T ∓ Tz)(T ± Tz + 1) (upper vs. lower sign

for β− vs. β+), along with the measured analog-
antianalog splitting ∆E = 10.1 MeV [20], to deduce a
Coulomb matrix element |HC|= 93 ± 36 keV.

This Coulomb matrix element is over half of the 160
keV prediction of analog-antianalog mixing. We at-
tribute this to the simple structure of nearly-doubly
magic 47Ca and its single 1/2+ state. That this is not
the full prediction suggests the state is somewhat more
complex than the antianalog. Since the antianalog has
determined spin equal to the analog, it seems unlikely
the antianalog configuration is contained in other states.

Many β decays in such systems have much smaller
Coulomb matrix elements and MF . Ref. [1] suggests
the antianalog configuration is often fragmented among
many states. Fig. 7, a plot of literature measurements
of y [18], suggests that MF can maintain a substantial
fraction of MGT even as |MGT | decreases by two orders
of magnitude, suggesting general decrease of both with
the complexity of nuclear states. At least two other cases
with large MF and HC,

57Ni and 71Ga, like 47Ca have
low-lying states of opposite parity and thus are also close
to shell closures, consistent with Ref. [1] prediction of
larger HC if two major shells are occupied. The β+ de-
cay of 56Co in constrast has a strikingly small HC , since
its relevant isobaric parent P 56Fe has excess neutrons
spanning the N=28 shell closure: one explanation would
be fragmentation of the Ā configuration.

Ref. [3] advocates a time-reversal measurement in
134Cs, which has a very slow MGT transition and small
Coulomb matrix element (and a measurement was simi-
larly pursued in 56Co [27]). However, if isovector TOPE
nucleon-nucleon [28] matrix elments have similar depen-
dence on nuclear complexity, a faster Gamow-Teller de-
cay like 47 would also be a favourable system for time-

reversal decay.

FIG. 7. Ratio of Fermi to Gamow-Teller matrix elements y
as a function of log(ft) for isospin-suppressed transitions from
Refs. [18, 21–26]. The magnitude of the ratio can remain ∼0.1
even asMGT falls two orders of magnitude. Bottom: Deduced
Coulomb matrix elements HC from isospin-forbidden β decay
experiments. Solid squares show calculation of A−Ā mixing
from Eqs. 3 and 4 [1]. HC can be large when excess neutrons
over protons occupy major shells.

V. CONCLUSION

For the 47K β− 1/2+→1/2+ transition, we have mea-
sured the ratio of Fermi to Gamow-Teller matrix ele-
ments y=0.099±0.037. Interpreted as analog-antianalog
mixing in the progeny 47Ca, this result implies a rel-
atively large effective Coulomb mixing matrix element
magnitude 93±35 keV. A large matrix element of 160
keV is generated for 47Ca from analog-antianalog mix-
ing, as its excess neutrons over protons occupy two major
shells, f7/2 and sd, with naturally different Coulomb en-
ergies [1]. The large fraction observed of that prediction
we attribute to the existence of only one 1/2+ state in
the nearly-doubly-magic 47Ca.
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